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Do Tough Economic Times Put Pressure on Procurement Managers 

to Favor “Unit Price” over Total Cost?  

Beware the Low Price that Brings Significant Risk along with It 

SCDigest Editorial Staff 

M ost supply chain managers understand in the-
ory the concept of “Best Total Value” or “Total Sup-

ply Chain Costs,” but sometimes putting it into prac-

tice may be difficult. That may be especially so in 

the current economic climate. 

 

Those two terms and others are used to describe the 

basic and fundamental concept that procurement 

organizations should focus on the lowest cost to the 

organization from a product they purchase, rather 

than simply the lowest “unit price” for that part or 

commodity. 

 

As Dr. Ed Marien of the University of Wisconsin and 

his own consulting practice explained last year to 

SCDigest, “There are several aspects of price, of 

course, but the key concept has to do with looking 

holistically at the buyer’s side of costs, not just the 

supplier’s price. It’s obviously not only purchase and 

delivery price that matters, but your internal costs 

for acquiring, managing and using that product or 

service.” 

 

But most procurement experts believe that while the 

concept of selecting a vendor that offers truly the 

“best value” or “lowest total supply chain cost,” 

rather than just the lowest “price,” is generally ac-

cepted as a best practice, that mindset is in fact very 

difficult to put into practice in many organizations. 

 

Why? There are several reasons. First, it may be dif-

ficult or even impossible to really ascertain what the 

other operational costs are associated with using a 

given vendor’s products. For example, what really is 

the value of an effective Vendor Managed Inventory 

program offered by one vendor? 

 

Second, those additional costs are less visible than 

purchase price, and often open to more subjective 

assessments than the black and white unit price. 

 

Third, procurement managers are often incented/

evaluated on their ability to manage costs at the 

unit price level, versus previous years and/or some 

commodity index, not total cost or best value. 

 

Challenges Exacerbated in Recession?  
 

 

Those pressures to focus on purchase price are 

most likely exacerbated during tough economic 

times. Reducing the purchase price may seem like 

a quick win to help the bottom line as the top line 

sags, and on an apples-to-apples comparison it 

certainly is. 

 

Nevertheless, companies are best served by main-

taining the focus on lowest total cost, says Herb 

Shields of HCS Consulting. 

 

“A professional buyer would have to ignore recent 

history to adopt the approach of buying based on 

lowest unit price,” Shields told SCDigest. 
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To do that, will those suppliers be 

cutting corners – and in reality 

add to what looks like a sweet 

deal a large amount of hidden 

risk? 
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Sticky Note
Supply Chain- A supply chain is a network of retailers, distributors, transporters, storage facilities, and suppliers that participate in the production, delivery, and sale of a product to the consumer. The supply chain is typically made up of multiple companies who coordinate activities to set themselves apart from the competition.http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-supply-chain.htm
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Sticky Note
Comparing the unit price of similar products will insure that you get the best deal available without having to do the math. The unit price is the cost of the item per ounce, quart, gallon, pound, or any other unit of measure.For example, the unit price tells you how much you will spend on each ounce in a can of spaghetti sauce. Checking and comparing, like items, along with verifying the nutritional values and particular tastes of the products will insure that your money is well spent. http://couponing.about.com/cs/aboutcouponing/a/unitpricing.htm
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Sticky Note
A.  Emphasizing the importance of the whole and the interdependence of its parts.B. Concerned with wholes rather than analysis or separation into parts: holistic medicine; holistic ecology.
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Sticky Note
1. the price paid to acquire, produce, accomplish, or maintain anything: the high cost of a good meal.2. an outlay or expenditure of money, time, labor, trouble, etc.: What will the cost be to me? 
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ForumNPD Body of KnowledgeQuality Function Deployment (QFD) PaperQFD StepsQFD Case StudyProduct Plng & Reqmts Definition ConsultingQFD Software (PD Toolkit)QFD TrainingDRM Associates	Product definition is a critical starting point in the development of any new product. Yet for its importance, there are a number of common shortcomings to the process of product definition in many companies:    * No defined product strategy or product plan    * Lack of formal requirements as a basis for initiating product development    * Product requirements developed without true customer input    * A marketing requirement specification (MRS) that is completed late - after development is underway    * Engineering having little or no involvement in development of MRS, thereby lacking a true understanding of requirements    * An incomplete, ambiguous, or overly ambitious MRS    * Creeping elegance or a constantly evolving specification that requires increasing development scope and redesign iterationA company doesn't blindly respond to customer needs and opportunities. A business strategy which defines customers and markets to be served, competitors, and competitive strengths provides a framework from which to evaluate potential opportunities. The result of this evaluation of opportunities is expressed in a product plan.Product Planninghttp://www.npd-solutions.com/pdef.html
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Sticky Note
1.  The amount as of money or goods, asked for or given in exchange for something else.2. The cost at which something is obtained: believes that the price of success is hard work
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Sticky Note
Since the recession started in December 2007, the economy has shed a staggering 6.9 million jobs, the highest number of job losses since the Great Depression.High unemployment has put a serious damper on the economy.  It’s simple – if people don’t have jobs, they can’t spend money.The reduction in consumer spending ripples through every sector of the economy – touching such key business areas as housing and manufacturing, and influencing the prices of such everyday items as gasoline and food.http://www.moneymorning.com/2009/10/24/u.s.-recovery-report/
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Logistics cost and quality issues are just two ex-

amples of factors that need to be well analyzed, 

Shields notes. 

 

“Recent examples of purchases that were im-

pacted by high quality costs include the toy 

product and milk product recalls that occurred 

on products produced in China,” Shields adds. 

“This year we have also seen peanut product 

recalls here in the USA.  Some of these pur-

chases were probably made based on lowest 

unit cost thinking without recognizing the poten-

tial impact of poor quality.” 

 

Shields says the current environment is one 

fraught with risks for procurement organiza-

tions. 

 

For instance, the current recession will lead to 

some suppliers to offer products at a very low or 

“distressed” price levels in an attempt to keep 

plants running or other considerations. But to do 

that, will those suppliers be cutting corners – 

and in reality add to what looks like a sweet 

deal a large amount of risk? 
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“Purchasers have to remain more strategic in their think-

ing,” Shields adds. “From a risk management perspec-

tive, I am advising companies to ask this question: How 

do I evaluate the risk that my current and potential sup-

pliers will not survive 2009?  Choosing suppliers based on 

lowest unit price likely increases this very real risk.” 
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Sticky Note
 Total revenue derived from the sale of product during the reference month divided by the total volume sold; also known as the weighted average price. Total revenue should exclude all taxes but include transportation costs that were paid as part of the purchase price. http://www.teachmefinance.com/Scientific_Terms/Unit_price.html
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Summary of, SupplyChainDigest article; “Do Tough Economic Times Put Pressure on Procurement Managers to Favor “Unit Price” over Total Cost?


 This article compares and contrasts the important differences between total cost, and total unit cost as it relates to the buyer in this current economic climate, aka: the recession. This article elevates what we have been covering in class so far because it takes a macro view of this subject by looking at the decisions on a supply chain level. Although there are economies of scale, the same principles apply to making business decisions regarding associated costs with running a business.

We feel that this correlation between the macro and micro decision making is worth noting, that the buyer’s “mindset” is always in the process of formulating a profitable business, whether it is from the point of sale retail decision, or the supply chain level.
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